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Abstract

Dexterity after finger pollicization (reconstruction to thumb) is critical to functional outcomes. While most tests of hand function evaluate a combination of strength, coordination, and motor control, the Strength–Dexterity (S–D) paradigm focuses on the dynamic control of fingertip forces. We evaluated 10 pollicized and 5 non-pollicized hands from 8 participants ages 4–17 years (2 female, 6 male; 10.6 ± 4.5 years). Participants partially compressed and held an instrumented spring prone to buckling between the thumb and first finger to quantify dynamic control over the direction and magnitude of fingertip forces. They also completed traditional functional tests including grip, lateral pinch, and tripod pinch strength, Box and Blocks, and 9-hole peg test. Six of 10 pollicized hands and all non-pollicized hands had S–D scores comparable to typically developing children. However, dynamical analysis showed that pollicized hands exhibit greater variability in compression force, indicating poorer corrective action. Almost all pollicized hands scored below the normal range for the traditional functional tests. The S–D test Z-scores correlated moderately with Z-scores from the other functional tests ($r = 0.54–0.61; p = 0.02–0.04$) but more weakly than amongst the other functional measures ($r = 0.58–0.83; p = 0.0002–0.02$), suggesting that the S–D test captures a different domain of function. A higher incidence of radial absence in the hands with poor S–D scores (3/4 vs. 0/6 in hands with normal S–D scores, $p = 0.03$) was the only clinical characteristic associated with S–D outcome. Overall, these results suggest that while most pollicized hands can control fingertip forces, the nature of that control is altered.
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1. Introduction

Hand function combines independent finger movements, reaction speed, strength, hand–eye coordination, and precise neuromuscular control of task-specific fingertip forces. Human development of fine motor skills has been studied predominately with functional measures involving the whole arm such as the ability to complete manual tasks (e.g., moving pegs around a board, picking up objects, fastening buttons, etc.) which generally evaluate a combination of strength, coordination, and gross and fine motor control. This study attempts to isolate and quantify a critical component of hand function – control of low-level fingertip force magnitudes and directions – in children with congenital thumb hypoplasia or aplasia who have undergone surgical reconstruction.

Thumb hypoplasia/aplasia accounts for up to 16% of all congenital hand deformities and can result in a 40% loss of hand function [1]. Reconstructive options are limited and most commonly include radial-most digit pollicization, toe to thumb transfer, or distraction lengthening [2]. Assessment of outcomes after finger pollicization in children with thumb hypoplasia has demonstrated decreased strength and performance on timed tests of function, yet patients and parents tend to rate their satisfaction and quality of life unexpectedly high [3–6]. Valero-Cuevas and colleagues developed the Strength–Dexterity (S–D) test to dynamically assess the control of dexterous manipulation based on an individual’s ability to compress springs.
with different properties [7–9]. The S–D test is a well-validated methodology for measuring dexterous manipulation objectively and quantitatively [10]. It has been used successfully to evaluate dexterity in healthy children [11,12], aging [13], and adult clinical populations [14].

The purpose of this study was to use the S–D test to evaluate the dynamical control of fingertip forces after pollicization. Quantification of dexterity by the S–D test provides information on the integrity of the musculoskeletal system [7,14] and the ability of the nervous system to dynamically control musculature [7–9,15]. The S–D test may be helpful in quantifying the outcome of pollicization surgery and understanding differences in control strategies between pollicized and typically developing hands. Such understanding has the potential to guide surgical intervention and rehabilitation strategies to improve musculoskeletal and neural control capabilities in this population.

2. Materials and methods

This study included children who had undergone pollicization surgery to address thumb hypoplasia or aplasia at a young age (≤5 years). Pollicization was performed between 1994 and 2010 by a single surgeon at a single hospital using the modified Buck-Gramcko technique [16]. Post-operative care consisted of 6 weeks of casting, 6 months of night splinting, and 6 months of a home rehabilitation program with or without occupational therapy services. Eight individuals were tested with 10 pollicized hands (2 bilateral) and 6 contralateral non-pollicized hands. Data from one contralateral hand was lost due to a technical issue, leaving 5 non-pollicized hands for analysis. The time since pollicization ranged from 2.9 to 15.7 years (mean 8.2 ± 4.1 years). The average age at testing was 10.6 ± 4.5 years (range 4–17) (Table S1). Written assent and consent were obtained from the participants and their guardians following IRB-approved protocols.

The testing protocol consisted of the S–D test along with other well-established functional measures (grip, tripod pinch, and lateral pinch strength, Box and Blocks, 9-hole peg test). Demographic and anthropometric measurements were recorded. Chart and X-ray review provided surgical history and Blauth [17] and Bayne [18] classifications. The participant’s self-initiated ability to handle objects in daily activities was graded using the Manual Ability Classification System (MACS) [19]. Total Active Motion (TAM) was calculated based on the extension and flexion range of motion of the proximal interphalangeal (PIP) and distal interphalangeal (DIP) joints. TAM was graded as excellent (85–100%), good (70–84%), fair (50–69%), or poor (0–49%) following Strickland’s original classification system [20,21]. The Upper Extremity domain of the parent Pediatric Outcomes Data Collection Instrument (PODCI) was administered and scored following the instrument’s standard instructions [22].

The S–D test challenges the participant to compress a slender, compliant spring as far as possible between the thumb and first finger and then maintain a maximal level of compression for at least 3 s (steady state). This requires precise control of both the direction and magnitude of fingertip forces and directly measures neural control capabilities [8,15]. Depending on the spring characteristics, the test can evaluate different combinations of strength, dexterity, and fingertip force coordination patterns [7]. The spring characteristics were selected so very low forces are needed to compress the spring (<300 g force) and instability increases as the spring is compressed (an inherent property of slender springs). Load cells attached to the ends of the springs measure the compression force exerted by the fingertips, which is proportional to the distance the spring is compressed. The applied force, therefore, quantifies the maximal ability of the subject to manipulate an unstable object at very low force magnitudes by dynamically controlling the magnitude and direction of fingertip forces.

Four different springs of equal stiffness (0.86 N/cm) and diameter (0.9 cm) but varying lengths (2.9–4.0 cm) were used to accommodate different hand sizes and levels of skill [11]. Longer springs are less stable, and therefore more prone to instabilities. The subject was tested with the shortest spring so he was not able to compress fully. Multiple trials were performed using this spring, and the maximum steady state compression force was determined for each trial. The mean steady state force over the three maximal trials was converted to a scaled measure, and Z-scores were calculated using previously published normative data [11].

In a secondary analysis, variability of the fingertip forces during the maximal sustained compression was used to quantify S–D compression dynamics at the limit of instability. To be able to compare across subjects, this analysis was performed only on the subset of hands using the longest (i.e., most difficult) spring since spring properties may affect the compression dynamics. The first and second derivatives of fingertip forces during the sustained compression (i.e., force ‘velocities’ and ‘accelerations’) were calculated and dispersion was quantified using two variables common in dynamical system analysis [11,13,14]: first by their root mean squared (RMS) and second by plotting ‘phase portraits’ of force vs. force velocity vs. force acceleration. The characteristics of the phase portrait were quantified by the mean Euclidean distance of the cloud of points from the origin per unit time; greater Euclidean distance indicates larger dynamical dispersion and suggests weaker corrective actions by the neuromuscular controller enforcing the sustained compression [11,13].

Pinch and grip strength were measured using standard pinch (Baseline Hydraulic Pinch, FEI, White Plains, New York) and grasp meters (Hydraulic Hand Dynamometer, Preston, Jackson, MI). Three trials were performed for each motion (grip, lateral pinch, and tripod pinch), and the mean force from the three trials was used for analysis. Pinch strength was compared against normative data from Mathiowetz et al. [23] for ages 6–19 years and Lee-Valkov et al. [24] for ages 3–5 years. Grip strength was compared against normative data from Hager-Ross and Rosblad [25].

The Box and Blocks test is an assessment of manual dexterity. Participants transferred blocks over a partition one at a time as fast as possible, and the number of blocks transferred in 60 s were counted [23]. Box and Blocks Z-scores were calculated using normative data for the left or non-dominant hand from Mathiowetz et al. [26] for ages 6–19 years and Jongbloed-Pereboom et al. [27] for ages 3–5 years.

The 9-hole peg test is a standardized measurement of finger dexterity. The participant was asked to take pegs from a container, one by one, and place them into a pegboard as quickly as possible. The participant then removed the pegs, one by one, and replaced them back into the container. Scores were based on the time taken to complete the test and compared against normative data for the non-dominant hand from Poole et al. [28].

Pearson’s correlation was used to evaluate the relationship between dexterity Z-scores and age-normalized Z-scores from the other functional tests. To evaluate potential predictors of surgical outcome, clinical characteristics were compared between hands with good versus poor S–D outcome using non-parametric Fisher’s exact or Mann–Whitney rank sum tests. Euclidean distance from the dynamical analysis was also compared between pollicized and control hands using Mann–Whitney rank sum tests. Statistical analyses were performed in Stata (version 12.1, StataCorp LP, College Station TX).

3. Results

Dexterity scores for 6/10 pollicized hands were within the normal range (Z-scores −1.3 to 1.0) (Fig. 1). Four pollicized hands had S–D scores more than 2.4 standard deviations below normal (Z-scores −2.4, −3.0, −3.0, −3.1). These four hands with poor dexterity came from different individuals, one of whom had
bilateral pollicization with good outcome on the other side. All non-pollicized hands had S–D scores within the normal range (Z-scores −0.9 to 1.9).

Age-matched dexterity Z-scores correlated moderately with Z-scores from all of the other functional tests (r = 0.54–0.61; p < 0.04) (Table 1), but these relationships were generally weaker than the correlations amongst the other functional measures (r = 0.58–0.83; p < 0.02), suggesting that the S–D test captures a different domain of function. In addition, almost all pollicized hands scored below the normal range for the traditional functional tests (Table S2) despite having 6/10 pollicized hands achieve normal S–D maximal compression forces. This suggests that the participants maintained reasonable control of very low magnitude fingertip forces despite deficits in maximal voluntary strength and gross motor function.

Fig. 2 shows example phase plots from the dynamical analysis for a pollicized hand and an age-matched control hand. The pollicized hand clearly demonstrates a more erratic (less smooth) force trajectory and a greater dispersion in force, velocity, and acceleration, which is reflected in a much larger mean Euclidean distance (0.56 vs. 0.23). Similar results were seen overall with the mean Euclidean distance being significantly larger in the group of pollicized compared with control hands (p = 0.048) (Fig. 3). In addition, compared with typically developing children and adults, pollicized hands exhibited a high floor on mean force RMS and a wider range of mean force velocity (Fig. 4), indicating poorer control over the steady state force and large variability among subjects in the individual control mechanisms used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dexterity (S–D)</th>
<th>Grip</th>
<th>Lateral pinch</th>
<th>Tripod pinch</th>
<th>Box and blocks</th>
<th>9-Hole pegboard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dexterity (S–D)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grip</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral pinch</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tripod pinch</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box and blocks</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-Hole pegboard</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1
Correlation between Z-scores for the different functional tests. All correlations were statistically significant at p < 0.04.

Fig. 1. S–D scores as a function of age for pollicized and non-pollicized hands. Normative data showing mean and 95% confidence limits are from Dayanidhi (2013a).

Fig. 3. Comparison of Euclidean distance from dynamical analysis between pollicized and control hands using the longest spring.

Because of the heterogeneity and small number of hands tested, it was difficult to identify clinical characteristics predictive of the S–D outcome (Table S3). The only significant factor was radial absence: 3/4 hands with poor dexterity had an absent radius, compared with 0/6 hands with good dexterity (p = 0.03). No hands with poor dexterity had a MACS score of 1, and 3/4 had poor TAM scores. Touch pad, stable MP, and angle of the first web did not differ between pollicized hands with good versus poor dexterity.

4. Discussion

Finger pollicization for thumb reconstruction in children with hypoplastic or aplastic thumbs was popularized almost 50 years ago and accepted surgical techniques vary little. Outcomes after pollicization have been reported, but few studies provide prognostic guidelines for clinicians to follow in the care of these children. In addition, dexterous manipulation has a prolonged phase of improvement during childhood and adolescence [11,12],

Fig. 2. S–D test phase portraits illustrate greater dispersion (i.e., less effective or different control strategy) in the pollicized hand. Compression dynamics for (a) a representative 9 year old control and (b) pollicized hand of a 9 year old child. Mean Euclidean distance characterizing the phase portrait was 0.23 for the control and 0.50 for the patient.
but the impact of pollicization on the development of neural control of fingertip forces has not been elaborated. This study successfully quantifies the dynamic interaction between the magnitude and directional control of finger forces in children after pollicization and identifies differences compared to controls. These findings may help explain why after pollicization children who often barely achieve 20% of normal hand strength are still able to complete most activities of daily living and have a high quality of life and satisfaction.

Previous instruments used to evaluate different forms of dexterity in children after pollicization include timed tests such as the Pegboard Functional Dexterity Test (FDT) and Jensen Hand Function Test (JHFT) [29,30] and parent/patient questionnaires about quality of life and ability to complete tasks such as buttoning a shirt, tying shoelaces, texting, or playing video games. Although these timed, ability, or self-assessment tests are well validated, they provide only a global assessment of function. Netscher et al. [4] studied children with pollicized digits and no radial dysplasia including grip, lateral and tripod pinch, FDT, JHFT, and a satisfaction questionnaire. They found positive outcomes in two JHFT subtests (page turning and checker stacking) as well as patient/parent assessments of thumb appearance and function, despite poor strength and performance on the pegboard test. de Kraker et al. [3] studied pollicized thumb range of motion, strength, sensation, and satisfaction in a series of 40 patients ages 5–25 years. They also found high patient and parent satisfaction with surgical outcome despite diminished strength and range of motion, especially for interphalangeal and metacarpophalangeal extension and interphalangeal flexion.

Our results are consistent with these findings and provide additional insights regarding the fundamental requirements necessary to perform different functional tasks. Pollicized hands had low grip and pinch strength and performed poorly on the Box and Blocks and pegboard tests. However, the S–D scores only moderately correlated with the other functional tests, and hands with poor strength often achieved near normal S–D maximal compression forces. This suggests that although children with pollicization lack strength and/or gross motor coordination, they are able to stabilize an unstable object by dynamically controlling fingertip forces. This supports previous research in typically developing children [10] that the S–D test uniquely quantifies dexterity independent of both strength and whole arm function which is not captured by other commonly used functional tests.

While a normal magnitude of S–D compression force was achieved by most pollicized hands, compression dynamics clearly differed between pollicized and control hands, reflecting deficits in the underlying neural control. We have previously seen similar cases where adult clinical populations achieve compression force magnitudes similar to controls, but show clear differences in dynamical behavior [14]. Pollicized hands showed greater dispersion in the force trajectories as indicated by the significantly higher mean Euclidean distance in their phase portraits (Figs. 2 and 3) and consistently large force fluctuations, as evidenced by the atypical floor effect in force RMS (Fig. 4). These findings suggest weaker and/or less effective corrective actions by the neuromuscular controller enforcing the sustained compression in the pollicized hands, which may be important when manipulating small or fragile objects in daily life.

The pollicized hands also demonstrated greater variability among individuals in the control strategies used. Children tend to have both higher force velocity and higher force RMS than adults (Fig. 4) since they are still developing and have less robust control strategies [11,12]. While force velocity and its variability among individuals tend to increase as RMS increases among controls, however, the variability is much greater for the pollicized hands. In other words, the pollicized thumbs exhibit not only larger force fluctuations (i.e., RMS), but also greater variability in the speed of response to those fluctuations. These differences likely result from a combination of altered anatomical or soft tissue properties and differences in neural control of the pollicized hands.

Although the force required for full compression in the S–D test is small, maintaining that force in the presence of instabilities presents a challenge for the brain–hand system. Children typically experience a prolonged phase of neural development [31,32] in which manipulation abilities improve [11] and the corticospinal tract associated with fine finger movements becomes more organized [33]. Our results suggest that deficits in hand and thumb use during development may result in differences in neural control capabilities [14] or cortical circuitry for hand control [8,15]. Future work is needed to determine the neural plasticity changes that follow an early change in the skeletal system (i.e., pollicization) that could hinder or facilitate fine motor abilities throughout the lifespan.

Children with thumb hypoplasia/aplasia and radial longitudinal deficiency (RLD) are categorized based on severity. de Kraker et al. [3] demonstrated that grip and pinch strength are significantly
lower in severe RLD compared with mild RLD. Our data support these findings, as the hands that had poor S–D outcome were the ones with an absent radius or preoperative abnormalities of the pollicized digit. This provides a prognostic guideline for clinicians as radial absence, in particular, is a risk factor for poor recovery of fingertip force control after pollicization.

The contralateral hands of children with unilateral thumb hypoplasia/aplasia also demonstrate functional deficiencies. Manske and McCarron [34] demonstrated that the “normal” side in children with unilateral thumb hypoplasia often tested lower than the dominant hand in children without thumb deformity. Netscher et al. [4] also found that apparently normal contralateral hands in unilateral thumb aplasia or severe hypoplasia without radial deficiency were weaker than normal dominant hands. Our results indicate that moderately reduced strength is common in the non-pollicized hands of unilaterally pollicized children, but dexterity as measured by the S–D, Box and Blocks, and pegboard tests is usually maintained.

Limitations of this study include its small sample size and cross-sectional design. Larger longitudinal studies are needed to understand changes in function over time following pollicization. This study utilized a convenience sample of patients with variable age and length of follow-up. In addition, our results may be influenced by having all procedures performed by a single surgeon utilizing a standard modified Buck Garamko technique. Future studies should evaluate other techniques in children matched by severity to determine whether subtle differences in surgical technique such as thumb length or metacarpal excision amount, the presence or transfer of intrinsic muscles, or extensor and flexor tendon shortening can alter pollicization dexterity outcomes. Future studies should also evaluate the individual contributions of skeletal changes, muscle mechanics, and brain function to improvements in dynamic control of fingertip forces.

In conclusion, a key component of dexterity and in-hand object manipulation can be quantitatively evaluated in both typically developing children and children with hand anomalies utilizing the S–D test. At a superficial level, children can achieve near-normal control of low magnitude fingertip forces after pollicization. However, the nature of the dynamic control of fingertip forces is altered and less able to correct for instabilities. Predictably, children with more involved upper extremity differences and radial longitudinal deficiency achieved less control of fingertip forces than children with isolated thumb hypoplasia/aplasia after finger pollicization. These results suggest that after pollicization children exhibit the necessary neuromuscular plasticity to adapt their control strategies for dynamic manipulation, but to a level that is not comparable to that achieved by typically developing children.
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